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Abstract
This paper reports on research work accomplished during the last five years on
the design and development of E-Slate, an end-user environment for creating
high-quality educational software of exploratory nature which, among other
things, can take full advantage of the internet/web. Educational activity ideas
can be turned into software by anyone having elementary web-authoring skills
in the form of interactive web-pages, that is, pages containing specially
designed educational components. These components, which are provided as
a kit of pre-fabricated computational objects, can be very easily "plugged"
together in any desired configuration so that they collaborate and attain
additive functionality. In addition, the behavior of both components and
activities as a whole, can be "programmed" through a symbolic Logo-based
language. E-Slate is currently based on the Java platform and related
technologies, and hosted at http://E-Slate.cti.gr.

Keywords: component software architectures, educational software development, authoring systems,
exploratory software, Internet based tools.
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Background
It is recognized that quality educational software is very expensive to develop, hard to find around, and
usually evolving in highly specialized research labs [8]. This is not without a reason: while the most
effective designers of software with real educational value come from the broader educational
community (curriculum designers, teachers, pedagogists, pupils), they are rarely -if ever- involved in
the development process which is dominated by technicians or publishers. Besides, educational
theories and didactic approaches vary so widely -often being contradictive- that educational software
constitutes a large mosaic of diverse design philosophies which cannot be accommodated into a
simple framework of software tools for the -typically- computer-illiterate audience.
Put in another way, while the educational community should be in the steering wheel of courseware
production, the roads that have to be crossed require formula-1 expertise. Do they have to acquire
such skills? Is it better to hire a driver? Or should they look for better cars? Let’s see how educational
software is typically developed today.
1. A teacher that has some nice design ideas hires a programmer (or vice versa), describes the
requirements and the programmer comes back with the program. The circle repeats for future
ideas. The results could be nice pieces of software, but otherwise unreusable and structurally or
programmatically inaccessible to end-users, requiring unacceptable resources for even the slightest
modification.
2. Teachers adopt one of the so-called authoring tools and set the target of developing the program
themselves. At the end of the day and after they find themselves spending much more effort on
building what is to be studied than really studying it, they usually come up with mediocre
constructions. Disappointed they turn again to a specialist to finish up the job, now insisting that the
programmer uses that same tool of their choice, as in that way they could later on make the minor
but necessary for the teaching style interventions. The programmer reluctantly agrees, only to find
himself in a cumbersome environment that cannot satisfy the development requirements, as it was
not design to do so. The end products are strongly bound by the underlying tool’s capabilities.
This is the situation where E-Slate comes to contribute: by adopting a component-oriented
development approach [4, 6, 7] it offers two distinct faces, one to the programmer and a different one
to the end-user allowing each one to work effectively. The courseware designer is provided with a kit of
reusable, prefabricated parts (components), together with a "glue" mechanism that allows the
interconnection of any number of required components into fully functional constructions.
Programmers constantly expand the library of components by developing new entities as required by
specific educational needs -utilizing their preferred software engineering methods.
By exploiting the special characteristics of a curriculum field, E-Slate provides components that
encapsulate domain-specific features which are familiar to the target audience. End-users work on a
high conceptual level manipulating known entities with expected behaviors. In addition, E-Slate
provides more than one ways of expression: visual through direct manipulation, and
symbolic/algorithmic through a Logo-based programming language.

Editable applications
In an environment like E-Slate, ideas on educational activities can be turned into full-featured software
in minutes. All that is needed is basic literacy on web-page design. With simple drag&drop operations,
users can edit a page like the one shown below to setup an experimental microworld on vectors2 in
which pupils get acquainted with the relevant concepts through a game-like activity of navigating
airplanes around Europe. The Map, Vector, Airplane, Clock and MasterClock components (Java
applets in this implementation) are laid out on the page and suitably interconnected so that they work
in concert (see next chapter): the top vector controls the plane's thrust and direction, the middle vector
controls the air speed, while the bottom vector displays the calculated air-speed of the plane (roles
could be assigned to the three Vector components as required). The Plane component is connected to
the Map component, while the MasterClock component provides ticks to the whole simulation.
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The specific activity was designed in the context of project IMEL (see aknowledegments for a full reference) by Prof. R. Noss and
prof. C. Hoyles, University of London, Institute of Education.
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Figure 1. Learning about vectors through flight simulations around Europe
After playing around for a while the idea comes, that it would be nice to have two maps instead of just
one, so that the plane's flight could be observed in different map zoom levels at the same time, and
observations on the notion of geographic scale could be realized. Again, in just a few minutes, this is
doable: teachers can copy/paste the existing Map component (so that two instances appear on the
page), change the layout a bit and the new idea is ready to go.

Figure 2. Experimenting with the notion of geographic scale.
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Finally teachers spend another five minutes to realize yet another idea: as the plane passes above
European countries and cities, it retrieves the corresponding records of the map's underlying database
and routes them into a record template component (bottom left) so that features like name, area,
population, etc can be observed and further studied in a Geography course.

Figure 3. Exploring the European countries.

Seamless inter-component synergy
How is the functionality of a microworld defined? Each component carries a number of colored "plugs"
button on a
(of the shape of puzzle-like pieces) which appear on demand by clicking on the
component's top bar. Each plug has a label that describes its role (for example "Color", "Finding",
"Photo", etc). Plugs can be plugged one into the other by simple point-and-click operations. In that way,
information flows from one component to another and synchronized behavior is achieved. The
plugging rule is straightforward: only plugs of the same color and complementary shape (male-female)
can be plugged. Plugging, is not a separate mode from the components' normal operation; it can be
performed in parallel and the effects can be observed immediately.
The figure below depicts the process of defining inter-component associations in a history scenario
where pupils are assigned the role of an archaeologist, trying to recreated the Mycenean civilization by
excavate sites and observing the artifacts3. In this snapshot, the (male) plug "Photo" of the Template
component (bottom-left, displaying the Archeological Findings table which is fed from the Map
component) is plugged into the corresponding (female) plug of the Picture Frame component (top left),
so that the a finding's picture is displayed on the frame whenever the particular finding is selected
(excavated) by the hoe tool on the map.
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The specific activity was designed in the context of project Odysseus (see aknowledgements for a full reference) by E. Gika, Greek
Pedagogical Institute.
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Figure 4. The inter-component "wiring" process.

Programmability power
In addition to their ability for establishing inter-component webs through the plugging mechanism as
described above, E-Slate components are accessible from within a Logo-based programming language
through suitably defined primitives. In that way, components are available as high level objects to the
Logo language amenable to introspection and programming of their behavior, or vice versa, E-Slate
Logo4 is their scripting language.
Each component carries its own domain-specific primitives and dynamically registers them to the
scripting mechanism during initialization. Once registered, primitives can be issued in the form of
statements and commands to the Logo interpreter and executed by the parent component. Statements
like TELL, ASK and EACH define the targeted (set of) components identifying them by name [2].
In the example depicted below, the Database component displays (edits) the countries and cities
database tables which are fed by the Map component (through plugging). As we graphically select an
area on the Map, the corresponding database records are also selected in the Database component,
(blue lines) and vice versa. Using the Logo editor/interpreter component (top left) we define a couple of
primitives that retrieve the selected set of records from the Database component and draw a
population plot based on the corresponding values for each of these countries. To do so, the script
uses primitives that were registered by the Database component (returning a list of the selected
records, the values of specific cells, etc), and by the Canvas component (bottom left, drawing lines,
shapes, strings, etc on the canvas pages).

4

E-Slate Logo is an extension of the Logo language to serve as a components' scripting mechanism. The current implementation is
based on TurtleTracks, a Java-based Logo interpeter [1].
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Figure 5. Logo scripting orchestrates the microworld's behavior.
In another example depicted below Logo scripts are used to navigate anthropomorphic agents around
the center of Athens, by means of spatial and navigational commands in a game-like activity (search
of a lost treasure). As they go along, agents report whatever they find, see or stumble on their path to
other components for further viewing or manipulation (in the example, the Picture Frame component
displays an agent's view).

Figure 6. Agents navigated by Logo commands.
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Benefits and perspectives
Our experience with developing and using E-Slate demonstrated some clear benefits of the component
oriented approach in synthesizing educational software over traditional methods…
•

End-users think in terms of high level building blocks which represent entities at the level of their
conceptual domain, instead of dealing with primitive data structures, algorithms and programming
language specifics.

•

The flexibility offered for editing component configurations in virtually any form, opens new ways of
thinking, new possibilities for combining behaviors at will that were not possible before.

•

Large-scale reusability is made possible, which means great reduction of development resources
(develop once, use many).

•

The roles of educators and technicians while developing educational software are more clearly
defined, and the involvement more balanced. Each side can make the right decisions on its own:
educators can decide on the teaching approach, exact content, learning objectives, while
technicians can decide on the tools, APIs and algorithms that are most suitable for the task at
hand.

•

Components developed by separate teams, if designed properly, can interoperate and add to a
common pool of reusable components. In that way, a developer's work gains additive value (since
it combines with others' work) and users have the option to choose among a potentially large
gallery of functionalities (the equivalent of choosing various parts for a home-stereo system
regardless of manufacturer).

…but also raised tough design problems and identified challenging research issues (see also [5]).
•

Designing reusable and interoperable components is far more difficult than designing standalone
applications. Decision on the components' granularity is a crucial and tough job: which part of the
required functionality goes into which component, so that it is as reusable as possible while
remaining at a high conceptual level as a comprehensible entity to the user.

•

Technological standards for supporting large scale component oriented development (a
prerequisite for achieving inter-team collaboration) have just recently emerged and are not
considered mature enough yet (for example, JavaBeans, InfoBus, etc).

Status
Currently, E-Slate is developed with Java and related technologies and is freely available for use and
evaluation from http://E-Slate.cti.gr.
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